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About Biodynamic farm Versol

Versol farm was founded in 2013 as a family 
farm of less than 1 ha. Gradually the farm 
started expanding and as of now has more than 
14 ha of biologically certified farming land, 
growing more than 20 types of vegetable and 
fruits.

The farm practices biodynamic farming, 
which results in the crop having 20-30% 
higher nutritional content. It is completely 
independent of external energy and water 
sources, thanks to its own photovoltaic 
park and relying purely on rain water for 
irrigation. The plants are nourished only using 
biological products – nettle extract, beneficial 
microorganisms (bacteria) and others. The 
farm reached out to ONDO to automate 
the irrigation, nutrition and climate control 
processes in 13 newly built greenhouses with a 
total farming land of 0.35 ha.

With ONDO we achieve considerable 
stabilization of the crop yield. The 
precise irrigation which eliminates 
the human error and the loss resulting 
from it, is one of the key factors 
contributing to this stabilization. I am 
almost 100% satisfied with ONDO – 
the team of the company was really 
engaged with the project and came up 
with solutions for all challenges faced 
throughout the installation. 

Miroslav Peshovski, 
owner of biodynamic farm Versol

Lik, Mezdra, 
Bulgaria

0,35 ha 
greenhouses

“

”

20%
less energy

Potatoes, tomatoes, pepper, kale, 
eggplant, cucumbers, spinach, inca berry, 
alabash and other vegatables and fruits



With a full crop cycle using ONDO automation 
already complete, the farm confirms much 
more optimal irrigation, fertigation and 
climate control processes, with a most efficient 
usage of the collected rain water and energy 
generated. The water and energy savings 
realized are more than 20%.

The minimization of human error during 
the irrigation and nourishing of the plants is 
reducing the losses resulting from harvesting 
crops with poor quality, which has a positive 
effect on the financial results of the farm. 
There is no need for human resources 
engaged in the management and control of the 
irrigation, plant nutrition and climate control 
processes.

The climate in all 13 greenhouses is 
automatically maintained as appropriate 
for the plants grown. The integration of the 
climate control management with an ONDO 
Weather station ensures maximum stability 
and safety of the greenhouse construction and 
the plants in the greenhouse during extreme 
weather conditions – strong winds, rain, etc. 
The farm irrigation, fertigation and climate 
control processes use the available energy in 
the most optimal way, which guarantees that 
with the expansion of the farm, the existing 
photovoltaic park will be capable of powering 
up all installations as needed.

Meeting similar challenges like Biodynamic farm Versol? 

Get in touch with us at:

www.ondo.io | info@ondo.io

ONDO automates the precision 
irrigation, fertigation and climate 
control for 13 greenhouses

Great results from the first full 
crop cycle!

In Versol farm ONDO automates the plant 
irrigation, nutrition and climate control in 13 
tunnel greenhouses with total farming land of 
0.35 ha.

Thanks to the FertiON 2-channel fertigation 
system set up by ONDO and the 5 hydrophore 
pumps, the water from the internal rainwater 
tank is getting pumped to the greenhouses. 
The precise irrigation and nutrition of the 
plants with ONDO guarantees that the water 
and the bio agents used to nourish the plants 
are used in the most optimal way, per the needs 
of the plants in every stage of their growth, 
with no loss of water or nutrients.

The greenhouses are tunnel type, with upper 
ventilation. ONDO is completely automating 
and controlling the management of the vents 
based on sensors for air temperature and 
humidity installed in the greenhouses. The 
greenhouses also have misting installed and 
it was also joined to the automation of the 
precise climate control. 

Per the requirements of the customer, the 
ONDO automation has been done fully cable-
based and the installation has been adapted to 
the existing power cabinets.
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